What is the 365 Club?

Labyrinth Society Members walk the labyrinth, so naturally the idea of deepening our appreciation and learning more about it would evolve in our practice of using it. As members walked it more consistently the idea for walking it daily arose and thus was born the concept of walking every day and the 365 Club was born.

When do we walk?
Many of our members do walk the labyrinth everyday, though we have also found that there are days of emergency or where we find it not in our natural flow to be "labyrinthing", so the Labyrinth Society in their wisdom, chose to set a guideline where two weeks of the year or 14 random days in all, one could still be assured of being a practicing club member.

How do we walk?
This club may bring up your relationship with commitment and it may raise your creativity level in discovering and finding ways to walk that suit your particular style. Members have commented on the following ways:

Physically walking the path
Finger walking a model labyrinth
drawing and tracing out a labyrinth
Selectively walking different parts of the labyrinth
Sand walking or snow shuffling out a labyrinth with your feet
Tactile walking or tracing with blindfolds a path
Change it up and add a new way to walk each day, week or month

The Great news is that you get to create what you want from the experience! We are here to be of service with ideas, suggestions and communication.....

Happy Trails!

Lynda and Mary